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Now in paperback, the highly anticipated sequel to the New York Times bestselling The Haunting of

Sunshine Girl ("A 21st century, iPhone-enabled 'Buffy the Vampire Slayer'"-The Daily Beast), in

which ghost-hunter Sunshine Griffith discovers her own paranormal abilities and a most unexpected

and lethal enemy.Sunshine Griffith has been awakened. Her powers are now fully alive and spirits

follow her everywhere, desperate for help moving on to the afterlife. Hoping to get her luiseach

abilities under control, she agrees to begin training with her mentor-her birth father, Aidan. Aidan

takes her to an abandoned campus deep in the Mexican jungle, far from her would-be boyfriend and

protector, Nolan. But Aidan's work turns out to be more terrifying than Sunshine could have

imagined. Is she prepared to finally learn the truth about what's threatening the future of the

luiseach and the human race...and the deadly part she may play in it?
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Gr 8 Up-If teens gobbled up the fast-paced, thrilling events surrounding Sunshine Griffith and her

mother, Kat, in The Haunting of Sunshine Girl (Weinstein, 2015), they're sure to enjoy the new

twists and turns of this latest series installment. Sunshine, her powers fully awakened, has to deal

not only with spirits now following her everywhere but the dire need to hone such overwhelming



abilities. For that, she needs the help of a mentor, Aidan, who also happens to be her birth father.

From the comfort she gets from her friend and confidante Nolan to the thrill she gets from a young

man in Mexico named Lucio to the endless frustration and questions she has for her father,

Sunshine has her work cut out for her. McKenzie continues to write in an authentic teen voice that

sucks readers in until the end. Fans ready to graduate from R.L. Stine's "Goosebumps" (Scholastic)

or those looking for a mix of Carolyn Keene's "Nancy Drew" and DC Comic's "Scooby Doo" will find

just what they need in this paranormal series. Ã‚ÂVERDICT Teens who enjoyed the previous

volume or the author's YouTube channel will dive into this latest entry of ghost mischief.-Julie

Zimmerman, Brooklyn Public LibraryÃŽÂ±(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to the Hardcover

edition.

&#147;If teens gobbled up the fast-paced, thrilling events surrounding Sunshine Griffith and her

mother, Kat, in The Haunting of Sunshine Girl (Weinstein, 2015), they're sure to enjoy the new

twists and turns of this latest series installment&#133; McKenzie continues to write in an authentic

teen voice that sucks readers in until the end. Fans ready to graduate from R.L. Stine's

Goosebumps or those looking for a mix of Carolyn Keene's Nancy Drew and DC Comic's Scooby

Doo will find just what they need in this paranormal series&#148;&#151; School Library

Journal&#147;Fans ready to graduate from R.L. Stine's &#147;Goosebumps&#148; (Scholastic) or

those looking for a mix of Carolyn Keene's &#147;Nancy Drew&#148; and DC Comic's

&#147;Scooby Doo&#148; will find just what they need in this paranormal series. Ã‚Â¬VERDICT

Teens who enjoyed the previous volume or the author's YouTube channel will dive into this latest

entry of ghost mischief.&#148; &#151; Julie Zimmerman, School Library Review&#147;Sunshine's

powers are unique. She doesn't just help humans transition to the afterlife; her empathy allows her

to feel connections to their whole lived experience, a power that proves both dangerous and

useful&#133; Sunshine continues to be a likable protagonist who strives to grow into herself and her

unusual role in life. A cliff-hanger ending will have fans clamoring for the third installment.&#148;

&#151; Booklist&#147;Read if you dare!&#148; &#151;Seventeen Magazine&#147;Love, betrayal,

tortured choices and a fabulous vintage motorcycle all factor into this thrilling YA paranormal story.

You may not be able to put this book down once you begin reading it. Take my advice: Start reading

The Awakening of Sunshine Girl on a Friday night so you'll have fewer distractions over the next two

days!&#151; Rochelle Campbell



I got the first book at my school book fair and loved it! I'm always looking for good books because

I'm a nerd and my favorite subject in school is reading! Anyways I had faith that this book was good

and it was. I then started it on a Friday and finished on that Saturday. In this book Sunshine has to

leave rainy Ridgemont, Washington and go to a "University" called Laever La Luz (at least that's

how I think you spell it it's been a few months). She goes there with her birth father and meets the

only other luiseach there Lucio. There are no humans at the university just the three of them; Aiden,

Lucio, and Sunshine. There they try to get spirits to move on without luiseach as they are going

extinct. And if a spirit doesn't move on quickly they become demons........... join Sunshine, Aiden,

and Lucio in Mexico. I totally recommend this

book!!!ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã

‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•

I enjoyed the first book in this trilogy, but the second is even better! Really fast paced and so many

twists and turns. The world building is fantastic--hearing about the rift in the luiseach world and how

it split Sunshine's family was so worth it! Sunshine grows as a character emotionally and in terms of

her abilities. I'm really liking who she's become. I enjoyed watching her interact with her

mentor/father and begin to have a relationship with him. And she meets another luiseach that she

can train with. Anna's ghost is back and her role in this book is a doozy. The final 30 pages are so

intense. I can't wait to dive into the final book!

I love this series! I hate that I have to wait a whole year to find out what happens next. Be sure and

get book one, The Haunting of Sunshine Girl, before reading this one. This author has a very

intriguing theme toward the afterlife, like nothing I've ever read before, like a cross between science

fiction aliens and ghosts LOL And it's so refreshing to read anything that has a fascinating storyline

that doesn't have to rely on graphic sex to sell a book. The story should be enough by itself, and

these two books do not disapoint.

I read this book today and tried, lol unsuccessfully, to read it slowly, but that didn't work out so well.

After reading the first book, The Haunting of Sunshine Girl, I was totally hooked on this story. For

me, reading this book was like 'coming home'... I laughed and I cried, then I cried again!! I can't wait

for the release of the third book!!

This book was better than part one. I can't wait to read part 3, but I must wait till is comes out.



I give this book a five star rating. This book starts off where the first one ended, which is always nice

in a sequel. The entire time I was reading it, I could visualize everything as if I was there myself. I

said this about the first book in the series, "the detail is astounding". The ending of ( The Awakening

of Sunshine Girl ), was a surprise to ke. I did not expect that turn of events. Book three is, " no doubt

" going to be an awesome read. My kind of writter, thank you Paige for sharing your tallents and

emagination with us.

Love this book! It starts right where book one left off. Sunshine moves with her birth father to learn

more about her abilities. What she doesn't know at first is that he wants her there to keep out her

birth mother who wants her eliminated. Her father is also doing experiments on spirits in his lab,

which Sunshine finds horrifying at first. There is a new potential love interest for Sunshine, working

with her father, but she feels torn over her feelings for Nolan. I couldn't put this book down!

I thought this was a great sequel. I'm really hoping there is a third one by the way it ended. I love

Sunshine and we get to meet her father and some other characters in the book as she goes away to

learn more about her abilities. There is someone trying to do her harm as well, we get to find out all

kinds of goodies in this book. Really enjoyed it!MY FULL REVIEWS:(...)(...)
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